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After a rocky 2011, the capital 
markets started with a bang in the 

first quarter of 
2 0 1 2 .  T h e 
S&P 500 earned 
its largest  gain 
s i n c e 1 9 9 8 , 
rising 12.6% in 
j u s t t h r e e 
months.  Other 
segments of the 
s tock market 
were similarly 
s t r o n g , w i t h 

mid-cap and small-cap stocks both 
gaining well over 10%.  

International Rebound
The comeback story of the quarter 
was international and emerging 
markets equities, which gained 
10.9% and 14.1%, respectively.  
The big gains, both in the U.S. and 
abroad, were due in large part to a 
settlement (at least for now) of the 
Greek debt crisis, which had been 
a persistent weight on the global 
capital markets.  Greece and 
creditors finally agreed to a 
restructuring deal in early  March.  
The stock market rallied on the 
optimistic Greek news leading up 
to and after the deal, resulting in 
an uncharacteristically ebullient 
stock market throughout the first 
quarter.  

Economic Growth Improving...
In addition to the positive news 
f r o m a c r o s s t h e p o n d , 
improvemen t s i n domes t i c 
economic data aided the stock 
m a r k e t r a l l y  a s w e l l .  
Unemployment claims dropped 
steadily, and the housing market 
continued to pick up steam.  While 
the U.S. still has a ways to climb 
in terms of the jobs and housing 
markets, positive trends are 
developing.  Moreover, the Federal 
Reserve announced early in the 
year that it expects to keep interest 
rates at their current low levels 
through 2014.  This decision 
means that money will remain 
cheap for borrowers over the next 
couple of years, and bond prices 
will likely  remain at high levels.  
While that  isn’t great news for 
fixed-income investors, it is a 
good sign for the economy, as 
corporations should have ready 
access to low-cost cash to provide 
future earnings growth.  

...But Headwinds Persist
Going into the second quarter, 
there is some reason for short-term 
caution.  The Federal Reserve 
appears less willing than before to 
provide stimulus to the economy.  
S h o r t - t e r m i n v e s t o r s h a v e 
bemoaned this removal of the 

It is almost one of my favorite 
times of the year: dandelion 
season.  While 
most bemoan 
t h e a n n u a l 
i n t ru s ion o f 
this botanical 
pest, I eagerly 
anticipate its 
arrival.  It is 
n o t j u s t 
b e c a u s e t h e 
dandel ion is 
t h e o f f i c i a l 
flower of my alma mater, the 
University  of Rochester, though 
that does lend the plant some 
credibility.  I take more of a 
s e n s o r y  a n d s o m e w h a t 
mischievous delight in the annual 
bloom. 

All of my neighbors have lawn 
services to help make their vast 
spreads appear natural and 
beautiful in the summer.  I 
intentionally  live out in the 
country  so that I don’t have to 
manicure my lawn and so that I 
am not compelled by neighborly 
pressure to spray chemicals that 
may  prove harmful to the many 
critters (children, chickens,
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punch bowl, but it probably is 
good news for those of us in this 
for the long haul.  Fiscal and 
monetary  restraint (however 
modest) should help reduce the 
risk of inflation down the road 
when the economy recovers in 
earnest.  European economies, 
while stabilizing, are far from 

robust.  It  would not be surprising 
to see more unsettling news from 
t h e E u r o z o n e ’ s m o r e 
economically fragile members.  

Stocks Still Attractive
As an offset, stock market 
valuations remain attractive, with 
p r i ce - to -ea rn ings r a t i o s a t 

“normal” levels in the U.S. and at 
unusually  low levels in developed 
and emerging in ternat ional 
markets.  Volatility is a virtual 
certainty, as the global economy 
works through its fits and starts, 
but the long trend appears 
promising.  
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indexing vs. active management

Over the past few years, we’ve 
preached the wisdom of indexing 
as a less-expensive alternative to 
active management that frequently 
results in higher investment 
returns.  A look at a publication 
from Standard & Poor’s, the 
“ S & P I n d e x V e r s u s 

Active” (SPIVA) scorecard shows 
that 2011 was a particularly  bad 
year for active managers.  

Active Managers Lag Market
Of all domestic, actively-managed 
funds, 84% underperformed the 
S&P Composite 1500, an index 

that tracks the total U.S. stock 
market.  Looking at  the various 
market segments, 81% of large-
cap funds underperformed the 
S&P 500 index, 67% of mid-cap 
funds were worse than the S&P 
Mid-Cap 400 index, and 86% of 
small-cap  funds failed to beat the 
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S&P Small-Cap  600 index.  While 
the poor active management 
showing in 2011 does not 
necessarily indicate a trend, in 
this case it does.  Over the SPIVA 
study’s longest period, five years, 
a significant majority  of active 
m a n a g e r s h a v e a l s o 
underperformed their comparable 
benchmark indices (see table).  

The Solution: Index Funds
Not only  do published indices 
tend to outper form ac t ive 
management, but the funds that 
track these indices, “index funds,” 
also have a history of top quartile 
r e t u r n s b e c a u s e t h e y  a r e 
significantly less expensive to own 
than more active strategies.  
Whereas the average actively 
managed domestic stock fund 
c h a r g e s o v e r 1 . 2 5 % i n 
management fees, a typical index 
fund from Vanguard or iShares can 
charge 0.2% or sometimes less.  

Princeton economics professor 
Burton Malkiel points out “the 
only way to ensure that  you can 
enjoy top quartile investment 
returns is to choose investment 
funds that have bottom quartile 
expense ratios.  And, of course, the 
qu in tes sen t i a l l ow-expense 

instruments are broad-based, 
i ndexed mutua l funds and 
[exchange-traded funds].”  As a 
result, index funds with lower 
costs have higher expected returns 
over the long-run versus more 
active strategies.  
 
Common Misconceptions
As a counterpoint, proponents of 
more active investment strategies 
often note the ability of managers 
to alter the portfolio to take 
advantage of market cycles.  For 
example, the SPIVA study points 
out that active managers should 
perform better in bear markets 
than indices (or index funds), 
because they  are able to move to 
cash when marke ts appear 

overvalued.  However, SPIVA 
shows that  this has not been the 
case historically.  The data shows 
that a majority of active managers 
underperformed in the bear 
markets of 2001-2002 and 2008, 
when they  should have been able 
to position portfolios more 
defensively.  

Because of the discipline and low 
fees index funds and exchange-
traded funds offer, we employ 
many  of these “index” and 
“passive” strategies for our 
clients’ accounts.  
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Fund Category 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year

Large-Cap 81.28% 69.39% 61.93%

Mid-Cap 67.36% 70.60% 79.55%

Small-Cap 85.78% 51.60% 72.56%

International 69.32% 70.15% 77.98%

Emerging Markets 53.70% 74.82% 82.89%

Bonds 57.50% 39.53% 66.67%

Muni Bonds 80.00% 50.00% 97.14%

Source: Standard & Poors, data through December 31, 2011

Mutual Funds That Trail Benchmark Index
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changes in bond strategy
Over the past decade, investments 
have performed differently from 
their long-term historical averages.  
T h e U . S . s t o c k m a r k e t , 
traditionally an inflation hedge 
that provided significant returns, 
earned almost no return on 
investment.  The lack of return 
was because of two boom-bust 
cycles, one in technology and 
telecom in the late 1990s, and one 
in housing and credit in the 
mid-2000s.  As a result  of the low 
returns and high volatility in 
equities, many investors have been 
making what has been dubbed a 
“risk-off” trade.  They have 
avoided risky assets like stocks 
and real estate and moved into 
risk-averse assets such as cash, 
gold, and bonds.  We tend to 
dismiss cash and gold as long-term 
investments because they have 
very low expected returns over 
time.  Bonds, however, are more 
complex. 

Hidden Risk in Bonds
While bonds are a necessary 
component of most investment 
portfolios because of their risk-
dampening characteristics, the 
outlook going forward is not so 
sanguine.  Bonds do provide solid 
downside protection against stock 
market decl ines , but many 
forecasters currently view a 
decline in the bond market  as the 
greater risk.  

The “risk-off” mentality of the 
past few years has driven bond 

yields to record lows and bond 
prices to record highs.  Indeed, the 
ten-year Treasury bond currently 
yields around 2.0%, below the 
average historical and expected 
rates of inflation.  You are thus 
virtually  guaranteed to lose money 
on a “real” (after inflation) basis 
by investing in Treasury bonds.     
There were even some cases 
during the heart of the credit crisis 
of 2008 when investors bought 
bonds with negative yields, 
because they were more concerned 
with principal protection than they 
were in making money.  Alas, the 
good times can’t last forever in the 
bond market.  Eventually  every 
investment “reverts to the mean”.  
It is just a matter of when the bond 
market correction occurs and how 
dramatic the damage is.  

Bond Alternatives
So, should we get out of bonds?  
The answer is not that simple.  We 
need to think first about where we 
would move money to.  Cash is 
the obvious answer, but cash pays 
virtually  nothing right now.  Most 
would gladly accept flat returns 
over losses, but because the timing 
of a bond market correction is 
unclear, there is an opportunity 
cost to moving into cash and 
missing out on the bond market’s 
higher yields.  The analogy I like 
to use is that many  people sold out 
of the stock market in 1996 
because valuations appeared too 
h igh r e l a t ive to h i s to r i ca l 

experience.  Those who sold out 
were correct that the market was 
overvalued.  However, the market 
continued to become even more 
overvalued for the next four years 
and when it did ultimately crash, it 
never went down to the level it 
was at in 1996.  So, one has to be 
more than just  directionally  correct 
when thinking about timing 
market cycles.   

We could also move money out of 
bonds and into stocks.  Most 
economic and financial models 
show stock valuations as much 
more reasonable than bond 
valuations.  Of course, the two are 
not directly  comparable (bonds 
don’t have a P/E ratio), but there 
are ways to compare the two asset 
classes.  While stocks have a much 
higher expected return, especially 
from their current level, their 
higher risk profile makes a move 
from bonds into stocks unpalatable 
for most investors.  The long-term 
outlook for stocks is fairly  rosy, 
but anything can happen in the 
near term to disrupt the trend, such 
as terrorist  activity, a war in the 
Middle East, further economic 
turmoil in Europe, and many 
scenarios we can’t even envision 
until they arrive.  

Alternative investments such as 
hedge funds and commodities 
would probably be the most 
appropriate swap for bonds.  
However, because they  are 
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unfamiliar to most investors, this 
would be an uncomfortable move. 

What to Do? 
We believe bonds are a necessary 
portfolio component for most 
investors, even with their current 
low yields and high prices.  
Though, there are some things we 
can do to mitigate downside risk.

First, we can move away from the 
most overpriced component of the 
bond market, which is U.S. 
Treasury bonds.  Treasuries have 
historically been the safest 
segment of the bond market, so 
when investors flock to safety, 
these are the bonds they buy.  We 
still want to make sure we are 
buying conservative bonds that 
offer diversification against stocks 
and that  do not have a lot of credit 
risk.  Government National 
Mortgage Association (“GNMA” 
or “Ginnie Mae”) bonds offer 
many of the same characteristics at 
Treasury bonds, but do not appear 
as highly priced.  GNMA bonds 
are backed by the “full faith and 
credit” of the U.S. government (for 
whatever that is worth these days) 
j u s t l i k e Tr e a s u r y b o n d s .  
However, they offer a yield of 

around 2.9% versus 0.90% for a 
portfolio of Treasury bonds with 
comparable risk.  

Corporate bonds are also a nice 
alternative to Treasury  bonds, as 
t h e y y i e l d r o u g h l y 3 . 9 % .  
Corporate bonds have higher 
“credit risk” (the risk of default) 
than Treasury  bonds, but by 
focusing only on highly rated 
corporate bonds, much of this risk 
can be mitigated.  

Shorter duration bonds are also a 
way  to hedge any potential 
downside in the bond market.  
Duration is a measure of a bond’s 
sens i t iv i ty  to in te res t ra te 
fluctuations.  While it changes 
over time, the overall bond market 
has a duration of around five 
years.  Duration can be loosely 
interpreted as the percent increase 
or decrease in a bond’s value that 
you can expect if interest rates rise 
or fall 1.0%.  For example, if 
longer-term interest rates rise by 
1.0%, you could expect a broad 
bond market mutual fund to suffer 
a price decline of around 5.0%.  
That price decline would be offset 
by the fund’s yield, which is 
currently around 2.9%, so the total 

return would be a loss of 2.1%.  
Longer duration bonds are more 
volatile than shorter duration 
bonds, so we can make bond 
portfolios more conservative by 
shortening their duration.  You 
give up some return in reducing 
r i s k , b u t i n t h e c u r r e n t 
environment the tradeoff seems 
reasonable.  

A Diversified Approach
Ultimately, we are doing a mix of 
all these things.  We can’t time the 
market, so staying invested in 
bonds seems the best course of 
action.  However, we can tweak 
the bond holdings to better prepare 
for what seems a likely  outcome.  
Everyone’s tax and personal 
circumstances are different, but as 
we are able, we are shortening 
bond portfolio durations, moving 
away from Treasury  bonds in favor 
of GNMA bonds, and using more 
high-quality  corporate bonds.  You 
will likely  see trades of this nature 
in your portfolio, but please feel 
free to contact us if you would like 
to discuss these moves in greater 
detail. 
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We welcomed another new team 
member toward the end of the first 
quarter.  Susan Herrmann joined 
us to help with operational and 
administrative chores (we can use 
all the help  we can get in this 
area).  Sue comes to us after a 
number of years doing the 
toughest job of all: staying home 
to raise two daughters.  Before 
starting a family, Sue worked for 
fifteen years at Eastman Kodak as 
a software quality engineer and 
worldwide training specialist.  Sue 
has also been an active volunteer 
over the years, volunteering her 
time and energy for a number of 
community  and school endeavors.  

She has a Bachelor of Science 
d e g r e e i n i m a g i n g a n d 
photographic technology from 
RIT.  

We were quoted in a couple 
articles recently.  One was posted 
on the MarketWatch web site and 
discussed the diversification 
benefits of including real estate in 
your portfolio.  The other was in 
the Wall Street Journal and 
focused on the tax aspects of 
investing in mutual funds and 
exchange-traded funds.  Let us 
know if you missed them and 
would like to see a copy.  
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turkeys, honeybees, etc.) 
roaming my fields.  So, I 
chuckle with secret enjoyment 
when the dandelions arrive in 
earnest and the property 
boundary is painfully evident 
by the contrast of bright green 
on one side and vibrant yellow 
on the other.  However, it  is not 
just the disapproving looks that 
give me pleasure.  There is 
roughly a two week period 
when my lawn is breathtaking 
with color as far as the eye can 
see.
 
M y  o n e n e i g h b o r , w h o 
professes not to care what I do 
with my lawn, frequently  tells 
me that  the value of my 
property  would increase if I 
took better care of my lawn.  
However, I view this as an 
investment that provides a non-
economic util i ty that far 
exceeds any increase in my 
property’s worth. 

what is armbruster capital management?

Armbruster Capital Management is an investment advisor to 
individuals, families, and smaller institutions. Because we don’t sell 
any investment products, we remain unbiased in our selection of 
funds. We use index funds to drive down costs, manage the tax bite, 
and gain broad exposure to the various segments of the global capital 
markets. Ongoing communication is the cornerstone of our service 
offering.  You can reach us on our cell phones anytime. 
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